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0.1 Abstract

This work investigates improvements in processing Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG) sets using OpenSCAD as the target language. OpenSCAD has become
the de-facto standard for CSG in the Open Source community. This language
has gained considerable traction and become well established in the maker-space
and 3D printing hobbiest domains. Because it is based on a robust geometry
engine(CGAL) it is optimised for precision not speed. Due to this selection for
precision over speed options for accelerating its performance are limited in its
current incarnation. This is not a limit of the language itself but of choices made
in the parser design. This paper describes how the OpenSCAD script language
can be made available to other parsers without a complete reimplementation of
the grammar using a transitive technique. It also demonstrates how geometrical
operations can be distributed across a cluster. The paper then describes moving
to a Boundary Representation(BREP) that is currently based on OpenCascade
and a post generation healing operation directly in to an optimised RISC-V
architecture.



0.2 Introduction

To produce robust models OpenSCAD is based on CGAL which
has a geometery engine designed for unbounded precision[1] and the
generation of water tight models[2]. The trade off for this is speed.

To provide real time interaction with its viewer it provides an ele-
gant stencil buffer solution for fast previews of rendering called Gold-
Feather[3]. To produce quality polygonal geometry in reasonable time
( at a minimum x2 orders faster than OpenSCAD is currently ) it is
necessary to look at alternative solutions for both the parser and the
geometry engine.

Openscad has an imperative layer of operations on top of a core set
of pure geometry functions. OpenSCAD is parsed in to an AST[4]
that is Constituency-based[5] with terminal nodes[6].

difference () {

intersection () {

sphere (10);

cube(15, center=

true);

}

union() {

rotate ([0 ,90 ,0])

cylinder(h=20, r

=5, center=

true);

rotate ([90 ,0 ,0])

cylinder(h=20, r

=5, center=

true);

cylinder(h=20, r

=5, center=

true);

}

}

The compostion of [Fig 1] which can be visualised as [Fig 2] has 6
terminal nodes < geometry :: (A,B,C,D,E) > all of which represent
a fundamental geometry object. Nodes < boolean :: F (A,B) > and <
boolean :: G(C,D,E) > represent boolean operations. Node < boolean ::
H(F.G) > is the final boolean operation that returns the finished
resolved geometry as a result of the composition of this entire ast
tree.

The boolean operation < boolean :: G(C,D,E) > must also include
either three union operations or one union operation against the <
group :: (c, d, e) > which of itself must consist of < union :: (c, d, e) >
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or if the objects do not intersect each other < compound :: (c, d, e) >.
OpenSCAD refers to these ’invisible’ union/compound operations as
groups and they add significant overhead to boolean operations.

At any level of the tree intermediate operations such as rotation/-
translation/scale may occur. Even though this is not a binary tree
boolean operations can be said to be binary. That is they always
take two arguments in a composition. For example The composition
of (c,d,e) is actually ((c,d),(d,e)). A composition of a group objects
intersecting could also be considered a union. Witth objects not in-
tersecting it would be a compounding of all the geometrical faces
from all objects grouped.

In OpenScad groups may be implicit ( the parser tries to intelligently
compose groups ) or they may be explicit ( progrmatically stated
by progtammer ). Since our AST composition can be treated at
best entirely in a binary tree manner and less optimally with some
poritions of it treated in this way a paralleisation path for improving
the performance of the current OpenSCAD parser should

• Separate the interface/parser and the geometry engine in to different com-
ponents

• Lean on an existing interpreted parser rather than using the existing yacc
grammar and c++ parser[7]

• Handle complex imperative structures like loops and conditionals through
a transitive step.

• Invent as little of these grammar structures ourselves as possible; Since
this has already been done in numerous candidate languages by others.

• Reduce the OpenSCAD parse tree down to a simplified sub set of geomet-
rical instructions;

• Seperate pure functional language operations from imperative ones by
unrolling the OpenSCAD script as flat as possible.

Makertron client then needs to do the following.
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Figure 1: Messung 1: Diagramm

In the case of the example [Fig 3] having simplified our AST down
to a simplified set of geometrical instructions we can now begin to
think about how we are going to process it terms of a classic parallel
processing problem.
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How should the composition of various objects be divided up. For
this code sample no loops or other imperative complexity needed to
be unrolled so it will be resistant to further optimisations though it
can still be parallised. It is just that the gains will be small. That is
to say the final AST is the same as the intial input code only rendered
down to a tree of dependency and parameters with not much else to
do. Following later is a more complex example that does respond well
to paralleisation efforts. Before this a quick recap on paralleism.

0.3 Parallelism Overview

Some problems have limited paralleism. A problem that takes T
time to execute on just one processor can be solved in T/P time if
we can figure out a solution to the problem that demonstrates P-fold
paralleism. Thus it is tempting to think we should just maximise
the paralleism but this is not true. The example given in [Fig.1] is a
perfect example of this fallacy. This is is Amdahls law[10]. Dividng
this task up will not gain much more performance. It may even make
the task take longer!

Speedup is defined as the execution time of a sequential program
divided by the execution time of a parallel program that computes the
same result. That is Speedup = TS / TP, where TS is the sequential
time and TP is the parallel time running on P processors.

Speedup is often plotted on the y-axis and the number of processors
on the x-axis [Fig.3].

Figure 2: Messung 1: Diagramm
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0.4 The Performance Maximum

The maximum paralleisation of a tree can be stated as the
∨

(max) di-
visbility of the tree. The example tree given has 5 nodes (A,B,C,D,E).
Some nodes will have dependencies and those depencies must be com-
pleted before execution can continue.

A 2.5s

B 1.0s

C 0.5s D 0.5s

E 0.5s

The linear tree sum will be the total time taken to execute each of
the nodes in the tree for each row of the tree.

Linear Tree Sum

n0∑
i=0

n1∑
j=0

τ = (x00 + ...+ x0n1
) + ...+ (xij + ...+ xn0n1

)

A = (C +D) + (B + E) = (0.5 + 0.5) + (1.0 + 0.5) = 2.5s

If we then fan out the execution of each of these nodes in the tree
we will contract all nodes to the longest running node and move that
node to the left hand edge. The longest executing node will be the
collapsed time for that node for that row. The sum of this tree will
be the ideal parallel time of execution for that tree.

A 2.5s

B 1.0s

C 0.5s /

/
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Parallel Ideal

n0=0∑
i=0

n1∑
j=0

τ = (x00 + ...+ x0n1
) + ...+ (xij + ...+ xn0n1

)

The reality is that we also need to consider the overhead per node.
That is latency and the possible inefficiency of each node relative to
the linear example.

Parallel With Overhead

n0=0∑
i=0

n1∑
j=0

τ = (x00 + ...+ x0n1
) + ...+ (xij + ...+ xn0n1

)

0.5 Test Hardware

”People who are really serious about software should make their own
hardware” - Alan Kay

Figure 3: Messung 1: Diagramm

All modules run the Makertron Server ( based on Pheonix ) but
only one module hosts the web clientand the other modules run the
Makertron gemoetrical core compute tasks. Each compute module is
based on an Elixir ( Erlang/OTP ) Genserver running on top of an
Ubuntu linux. Each computer module has the following specifications.
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SOPINE A64 is a compute module powered by Quad-Core ARM
Cortex A53 64-Bit Processor. Each has 2G LPDDR3 RAM.

Figure 4: Messung 1: Diagramm

0.6 Paralleisation More Complex Example

OpenSCAD will attempt to implicitly group operations. This is a
necessary feature of making sense of the geometry itself. Groups are
not targeted towards specific compute modules. OpenSCAD is not
multi-core aware itself.

OpenSCAD does gain significant performance improvements from a
cache strategy that ensures geometrical operations that do not need
to be performed again aren’t. ( Will want some pictures and reference
material about cache strategies) ... Is it first level cache etc etc

All groups will be forwarded to the same hardware for processing.
The operating system will leverage a multi-core processor but the
programmer has no ability to leverage paralleisation in code with
OpenSCAD [Fig.5].
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Figure 5: Messung 1: Diagramm

However we can extend a feature to grouping by giving groups
names[Fig.6].
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Figure 6: Messung 1: Diagramm

Note that while this example will work it is again another example of
poor optimisation. Even though we have now split this task between
two compute modules the most computationally intensive task has
not been divided and conqured. Only both of the groups on which it
depends. A better approach would be to split the difference operation
in to two seperate parts as follows. Also note that this sort of division
of labour can be achieved programmitcally by generating appropriate
names as strings blah blah blah
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Figure 7: Messung 1: Diagramm
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